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While removing a module, how can other parts be protected? 
Answer: 
As reminder, Kapton tape (or any other adhesive tape) is absolutely forbidden on part sides.  
3D PLUS can propose caps covering the module bodies during removal. 
 
Is there a concern about the tape pulling off the metallization?  
If not, what is the concern? 
Answer: 
Indeed, there is a concern about peeling off the Kapton tape from the plating – depending on tapes, 
peeling process may be more or less constraining for the plating. 
The electrical reliability and/or functionality might be affected. 
 
How to use the metallical caps ? 
Answer: 
The caps were designed for helping customers to protect the modules already mounted on the board, 
during the manual rework of another near module, to avoid any solder splash. 
These caps were NOT designed for the assembly of a module (either manual or automatic), and 3D 
PLUS never use them for any assembly. 
Concerning manual assembly, the caps walls might make the assembly more difficult by narrowing the 
gap between leads and body. 
Concerning automated assembly, we never need this kind of protection. 
If customers want use them during the assembly of the module, we encourage them to perform some 
test on mechanical sample. 
Concerning insertion of cap over the body module, both cap and module must be dry and clean. 
The cap should cover the body without excessive insertion force. 
 
In order to avoid getting solder on the packages, we were thinking about putting Kapton tape 
on the parts. This might be done before an auto reflow process of the device, before hand-
soldering the device and we are also considering masking off the bottom edges of the part to 
keep particles from getting under the part.  Is the use of Kapton tape in  
any of these applications acceptable? 
Answer: 
In any case, Kapton tape (or any other adhesive tape) is absolutely prohibited on the plated sides of 
the parts. 
A Kapton film lid (no glue on its sides) folded to cover the body is acceptable and has already been 
performed by some customers (hand soldering process). 
An alternative solution to Kapton tape is the varnishing option (Arathane, Mapsil 213B) : take into 
account that it is possible to let some non-coated areas on sides in order to allow staking.  
We can also propose metallic lids/caps dedicated for each package (folded to cover the package only 
for part replacement and hand soldering, but not for auto reflow process – it has not been tested in 
auto reflow process, it might disturb temperature profile). 


